EXCURSIONS
SUSAK MIRACULOUS SAND-ISLAND

Lošinj together with its neighbouring islands is a part of the unique Adriatic archipelago. A pleasant boat tour will take you to explore a lively coast of the island’s cove, distant islets of the archipelago and visit the most miraculous island of all - island of Susak. Susak is the island of sand, sandy beaches and of the unique tradition! Under a guided tour around the island you can discover more about this exceptional island and enjoy your day swimming on a sandy beach!

SUSAK THE UNIQUE SAND-ISLAND + ISLAND SRAKANE

Panoramic sail from the port of Mali Lošinj to the magnificent sand-island of Susak, discovering its unique coasts sailing around the island and swimming on the most beautiful sandy beach. We are going to explore the island and its sights under a guided tour and refresh ourselves with a grill on the boat. After we are sailing to heavenly beaches of the islet Srakane. The clearness of the sea and beautiful submarine world invite you for a swim and free diving exploration.

NAUTICAL PARADISE OF LOŠINJ: ISLAND ILOVIK AND ISLAND SILBA

Discover Ilovik - the island of flowers, hidden in the small bay, protected from the winds, sailors’ favourite place. Visit the island under a guided tour and experience the magic of charmingly decorated flower gardens after which the island got its name. What follows is a sail to the island of Silba - island with magnificent beaches and the place having the same name as the island. The guided tour includes the unique view from the tower of love. Use your free time for a walk, optionally lunch, swimming and return to the island of Lošinj.
ISLAND OF RAB
Together with Lošinj, island of Rab is one of the greenest islands of Kvarner region. After a two-hour long boat ride we are dropping the anchor in the town of Rab, a unique mediterranean town famous for its four bell towers. Guided tour will take you through the ancient story heart of the town. Apart from numerous historical sights the town with its picturesque centre offers a generous range of restaurants, cafes and small shops to choose from. You can enjoy walking in the town itself, or experience a memorable walk along the attractive town park, as such remarkable among all the Adriatic islands.

PEARLS OF LOŠINJ ARCHIPELAGO:
THE ISLANDS OF SUSAK AND UNIJE
Sail away to two unique islands of Lošinj archipelago: magnificent sand-island of Susak and island of Unije - an example of an amazing island-architecture! After a pleasant ride along the coves and islets of archipelago, we are going to visit Susak and its sights. Susak is a sand-wonder island, for centuries being gradually refining and developing its life as well as remarkable culture and tradition!

We continue our sail along the islets of Srakane Vele and Male to the island of Unije, one of the rare small islands having its own airport, a school with five pupils as well as an oil refinery with an exceptional olive oil and a valuable architecture. After sightseeing tour you can enjoy your free time swimming on a sandy beach.
The history of the islands of Cres and Lošinj is most impressively illustrated in the place connecting both of the islands with a bridge: in town of Osor - museum-town.

For the last 4000 years the stones of the town have been telling stories about its history. It used to be the place where bishops and rulers kept their court and therefore Osor is with all reasons called the museum town. A guided tour will take you for a walk down the town centre where you can explore its immensely rich historical heritage. We continue our journey towards Lubenice - a stunning place located on impossibly steep cliff with a breathtaking view overlooking the open sea.

Despite being almost completely abandoned, town of Lubenice is famous for its impressive architecture as well as for cherishing the memory of life and history of the small places on the island. After visiting Lubenice we are heading to the next interesting place on the island of Cres: picturesque fishermen village Valun, famous for its Glagolitic heritage: discovery of the one of the oldest Glagolitic monuments in Croatia, so called “Valunska ploča”.

We also recommend you delicacies of this very special place such as home-made prosciutto-ham, sheep-milk cheese, vine and dry figs.

**SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF MALI AND VELI LOŠINJ**

**VISIT TO SCENTED ISLAND’S GARDEN**

Apart from its uniqueness, the island of Lošinj is special for having one big town - called Mali (“little”) Lošinj... and one small town called Veli (“big”) Lošinj... And an abundance of interesting and valuable places on such a small area with such an exceptional history and tradition. Find out the most beautiful tales about our island!

A guided tour will take you for a stroll down the stony streets, a visit to “Kula” gallery, and a praiseworthy center “Plavi svijet” famous for its education and care for dolphins living in our local waters. Finally we are going to enjoy the fragrance and perfumes of Scented gardens (“Miomirsni vrt”) and confirm the eternal tale about Lošinj - a place renowned for cherishing the healthy life and unharmed nature.
TOWN OF CRES AND MAGICAL BLUE ROCKS

Choose a unique bus tour to the island of Cres to visit the town of Cres as well as a boat excursion to Blue rocks (Plave grote) - an astonishing nature phenomenon of Lošinj archipelago. A pleasant ride through miraculous scenery of Osor, near the Vrana lake - one of the largest Karst phenomenon in Croatia to the center of the island - town of Cres. Sightseeing of the town (town gates, Mandrać, town square and a parish church of Marija Snježna). What follows afterwards is a boat adventure. Among all the beauties and wonders of the island’s nature, the Blue rocks represent a stunning phenomenon that will impress you. Big and small area of the cave are illuminated with turquoise blue colour, breaking through the underwater passage and connected with one of the most beautiful beaches called Blue lagoon. From the boat the eye reaches Lubenice (387 m) above the sea level.

Grill is organized on the boat itself.

VELI LOŠINJ - 3 ISLANDS - FISHPICNIC TOUR

Discover Veli Lošinj and its lively port, sail away to heavenly beaches of the islands of Oruda and Palacol. Explore the scented gardens of the island Ilovik and refresh yourself with an abundance of the underwater world fruit.
SUSAK - ILOVIK

For those of you who cannot choose which of the two islands of Lošinj archipelago to visit you are invited to enjoy the scented island of Ilovik, bathed with sun and sand of the island of Susak.

WALKING TRAIL PATH OF THE DOLPHINS

A guided tour to explore the scented paths and hidden coves of the favourite island. Visit the homestead in the Balvanida cove. Refresh yourself with flavours of home-made specialities (with a prior notification you can taste the island lamb made under a baking lid). Lift yourself up above the sea to St. John's Church and enjoy the view overlooking the Apsyrt islands.

Required closed footwear and liquids in quantity.

FISHERMEN FEAST ON THE BOAT

Sail away to embrace the sunset, explore the beauty of hidden coves, enjoy the fruit of the underwater world and enjoy yourself tasting home-made vine and listening to music of accordion.

SEA-GULL FLY

The island definitely has to be seen from the air as well. Take a panoramic flight to get a full and unforgettable impression of the island.